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There's a new cat in town! This feisty sibling of the international bestseller I Could
Pee on This will be making its own sensational mark in the cat-poetry world. I
Could Pee on This, Too explores fresh feline emotions and philosophical
musings through cats' own poetry, such as "Welcome New Cat," "Sleeping My
Life Away," and "You Also Live Here." Any cat lover who's longed for a deeper
look into the enigmatic world of their cats will fall whiskers over paws for this wellversed follow-up.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of I Could Pee on This,
Francesco Marciuliano presents this humorous and all too relatable book written
from the perspective of some pensive, sometimes intense, but nonetheless
insightful pets. Have you ever been labeled as "antisocial," "shy," or "lost in your
own thoughts" because you don't realize someone's been calling your name 148
times? The cats understand. All Cats Are Introverts is a collection of selfreflective poetry from cats that clearly shows them to be the insightful, often alert,
crowd-averse, personally engaging, probably napping-as-we-speak introverts of
the animal kingdom. Enjoy this completely relatable and hilarious book, and
perhaps you will soon see the cat--and even yourself--in a whole new light.
Cat lovers will laugh out loud at the quirkiness of their feline friends with these
insightful and curious poems from the singular minds of housecats. In this
hilarious book of tongue-in-cheek poetry, the author of the internationally
syndicated comic strip Sally Forth helps cats unlock their creative potential and
explain their odd behavior to ignorant humans. With titles like "Who Is That on
Your Lap?," "This Is My Chair," "Kneel Before Me," "Nudge," and "Some of My
Best Friends Are Dogs," the poems collected in I Could Pee on This perfectly
capture the inner workings of the cat psyche. With photos of the cat authors
throughout, this whimsical volume reveals kitties at their wackiest, and most
exasperating (but always lovable).
In a world filled with inspirational know-it-alls and quotable blowhards, only one
figure is indifferent enough to tell the cranky truth: Grumpy Cat. Following the
success of her New York Times bestselling debut, everyone's favorite disgruntled
feline is back with this demotivational guide to everyday life, love, friendship, and
more. Featuring many new photos of Grumpy Cat's famous frown and packed
with uninspiring observations, The Grumpy Guide to Life will help anyone get in
touch with their inner grouch.
Includes 10 illustrations by Barbara Knox A delightful, whimsical tale—one of the
most popular books for cat lovers ever written. May Sarton’s fictionalized
account of her cat Tom Jones’s life and adventures prior to making the author’s
acquaintance begins with a fiercely independent, nameless street cat who follows
the ten commandments of the Gentleman Cat—including “A Gentleman Cat
allows no constraint of his person, not even loving constraint.” But after several
years of roaming, Tom has grown tired of his vagabond lifestyle, and he
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concludes that there might be some appeal after all in giving up the freedom of
street life for a loving home. It will take just the right human companion, however,
to make his transformation from Cat About Town to genuine Fur Person possible.
Sarton’s book is one of the most beloved stories ever written about the joys and
tribulations inherent in sharing one’s life with a cat.
The perfect gift for dog lovers everywhere—a heartwarming and hilarious
collection of sixty-four haikus and gorgeous color photographs celebrating man’s
best friend. From the perks of face licking to considering what constitutes a good
boy, these charming and laugh-out-loud funny haikus take us into the minds of
our beloved pets. Capturing the quirky personalities of our dogs and their unique
bond with us and illustrated throughout with adorable color photographs of dogs
of all shapes and sizes, What I Lick Before Your Face is a fun and loving
celebration of the canine spirit. Playing I do not believe That your fixation with my
Playing Dead is fine Standing I sometimes feel bad That I don’t get as happy
Whenever you sit The Outside Bell It is very rude That you don’t call out in joy
When people arrive
Have you ever been labeled as "antisocial," "shy," or "lost in your own thoughts"
because you don't realize someone's been calling your name 148 times? The
cats understand. All Cats Are Introverts is a collection of self-reflective poetry
from cats that clearly shows them to be the insightful, often alert, crowd-averse,
personally engaging, probably napping-as-we-speak introverts of the animal
kingdom. Enjoy this completely relatable and hilarious book, and perhaps you will
soon see the cat—and even yourself—in a whole new light.
I've rounded up a rowdy assembly Of my own Consequential Dogs As
counterparts to Eliot's mogs. Mine are a rough and ready bunch: You wouldn't
take them out to lunch . . . But if they strike you as friendly, funny, Full of bounce
and fond of a romp, Forgetful of poetic pomp, I trust you'll take them as you find
them And, at the very least, not mind them. T. S. Eliot's best-selling collection of
practical cat poems has been one of the most successful poetry collections in the
world. For the first time in company history a companion volume will be
published. Originally conceived by Eliot himself, Old Toffer's Book of
Consequential Dog poems are a witty, varied and exquisitely compiled as Eliot's
cats.
What I Lick Before Your Face
And Other Poems by Kittens
Poems by Pensive Pets
And Other Haikus by Dogs
True Tales of Love, Laughter, and Living with Five Felines
You Need More Sleep
Claw the System
The Grumpy Guide to Life
Sally Forth
And Other Poems by Cats
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Track Down Cute Cats and Adorable Kittens in 129 Pictures
Brain Games - Find the Cat
The Beloved #1 International Bestseller Tenth Anniversary Edition
“We’re just going to look.” Helen Brown had no intention of adopting a
pet when she brought her young sons to visit a friend’s new kittens.
But the runt of the litter was irresistible, with her overlarge ears
and dainty chin. When Cleo was delivered weeks later, she had no way
of knowing that her new family had just been hit by an unthinkable
tragedy. Helen was sure she couldn’t keep her—until she saw something
she thought had vanished from earth forever: her son’s smile. The
reckless, rambunctious kitten stayed. Through happiness and
heartbreak, changes and new beginnings, Cleo was the glue that
affectionately held Helen’s family together. Rich in wisdom, wit,
heart, and healing, here is the story of a cat with an extraordinary
gift for knowing just where she was needed most. With a New Afterword
by the Author “A remarkable memoir . . . Helen Brown opened my heart.”
—Beth Hoffman, New York Times bestselling author “An absolute must.”
—Cat World
Track down cute cats and adorable kittens in 129 full-color pictures.
Each picture contains one cat hiding sneakily. Can you spot it? Some
will be easy to find, and others more difficult Challenge your eyes
and your mind while you enjoy adorable cats! Spiral bound 160 pages
Got fur balls? Are your favorite sweaters covered with cat hair? Do
you love to make quirky and one-of-a-kind crafting projects? If so,
then it’s time to throw away your lint roller and curl up with your
kitty! Crafting with Cat Hair shows readers how to transform stray
clumps of fur into soft and adorable handicrafts. From kitty tote bags
and finger puppets to fluffy cat toys, picture frames, and more, these
projects are cat-friendly, eco-friendly, and require no special
equipment or training. You can make most of these projects in under an
hour—with a little help, of course, from your feline friends!
Mark Twain, Alice Walker, Haruki Murakami, Ursula K. Le Guin—this
volume celebrates 45 famous authors who have shared their homes and
hearts with furry feline friends. The photographs and stories in
Writers and Their Cats capture the special bond between wordsmith and
mouser. From the six-toed kitties who still inhabit the Ernest
Hemingway Home and Museum in Florida to the mewling muses of mystery
writer Lilian Jackson Braun, cats are clearly, in the words of Gloria
Steinem, "a writer's most logical and agreeable companion."
Pussweek: A Cat's Guide to Feline Empowerment is full of hilarious
spreads, quizzes, and advertisements, as well as top-notch photos of
cats in all their cuteness and weirdness. Based on the magazine series
Pussweek, written "by cats, for cats," this book is a feline parody of
fashion and celebrity gossip rags. In a market saturated with "cat
shaming," Pussweek gives cats their claws back. With an intelligent
editorial voice of their own, these cats don't want dumb memes—they
want you to stop secretly filming and posting them on the internet,
and they want to empower all of the other feline friends out there who
are sick of human nonsense. • With their own forum, these feisty cats
provide a rare look into the private lives of felines everywhere. •
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Filled with articles of a caliber of humor that are clever and a
little bit edgy, while still not above a well-placed cat pun • A
collector's edition featuring some of the series' most popular
articles, like "Diary of a Catnip Addict," "Fifty Shades of Stray,"
and "Queen of the Tomcats: My Big Fat Gender Identity Crisis," as well
as tons of all-new material from cats who have a lot of dirty laundry
to air Every cat owner has wondered: 'What the heck is my cat
thinking?' and Pussweek will hold all the myriad answers in one big
volume full of outrageously cute (and simply outrageous) cats. From
scandalous pawparazzi pics to revealing litter quizzes, hairy exposés
to tell-tail interviews, you will finally find the feline empowerment
that lies within you—and don't take a doggone no for an answer. •
Great for cat owners and cat lovers of all stripes • Based on the
wildly popular Pussweek magazine • Perfect for fans of How to Tell If
Your Cat Is Plotting to Kill You by The Oatmeal, How to Talk to Your
Cat About Gun Safety: And Abstinence, Drugs, Satanism, and Other
Dangers That Threaten Their Nine Lives by Zachary Auburn, Breaking Cat
News: Cats Reporting on the News that Matters to Cats by Georgia Dunn
Our feline friends have spent eons observing, napping, pondering,
napping, and taking notes about the human condition. In between naps,
they've realized that we humans could use some catlike guidance when
it comes to handling the ups and downs of life. In this book they've
condescended to share their invaluable wisdom in short advice columns
such as "Always Stay at Least 30 Feet from a Loved One" and "Never Let
Anyone Dress You." Whether it's coping with romance, surviving a
social gathering, or clawing your way to the top of the corporate
ladder only to realize you can't get down, the cats in this ebook will
have you relaxed and ready to take on the world! Just after one more
nap.
Eat, Move, Think is the essential guide to living a longer, more
active, and more fulfilled life—full of answers to your most pressing
health and wellness questions. Doctors everywhere have the same goal:
healthier and happier lives for their patients. And yet, no two
medical professionals give the same advice. How much coffee is too
much? What’s better for your fitness: cardio or weights? What is
mindfulness, and how can you practice it? Finally, there are answers
to all of those questions and more. Eat, Move, Think breaks down the
fundamentals of living a long and healthy life into three sections:
nutrition, physical activity, and mental health. Francis addresses the
questions that we all grapple with: How much meat should I eat? Is it
okay to sit all day if I work out afterwards? How does sleep affect my
mental health? Drawing upon the expert advice of world-renowned
doctors and medical professionals, this book captures the innovative
strategies of the world’s highest performers—Navy SEALs, cutting-edge
researchers, professional athletes—in one handy illustrated guide to
everyday healthy living. Honest, straightforward, and accessible, Eat,
Move, Think will empower and educate you, showing you the simple,
achievable steps you can take to transform your health and your life.
Just when we all thought things couldn't get any cuter, from the
author of the New York Times bestselling I Could Pee on This comes I
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Knead My Mommy, a book of confessional poems about the triumphs,
trials, and daily discoveries of being a kitten. From climbing walls
to claiming hearts, these little cats bare all in such instant
classics as "And Then You Said 'No,'" "Ode to a Lizard I Didn't Know
Is Also a Pet in This House," and "I Will Save You." With adorable
photos of the poetic prodigies throughout, this volume gives readers a
glimpse into their confused and curious feline minds as they encounter
the world around them.
I Am the Cat
Crafting with Cat Hair
The Ultimate Book for Cats and Cat Lovers
The Small-Town Library Cat Who Touched the World
The Fur Person [Illustrated Edition]
Writers and Their Cats
Pussweek
Observations from Grumpy Cat
I Knead My Mommy
An Absolutely Remarkable Thing
And Other Poems by Dogs
Sorted Books

What happens when your cat makes a mistake like ruining
something valuable or going outside the litter box? You can't ground
or take away their allowance when your cat gets in trouble. So what
is the next best thing? Cat Shaming! Cat Shaming is a hilarious
collection of photos from owners who express their frustration when
their furry best friend does something bad. Millions of cat owners
can relate to the antics of these felines while the picture shows a
shamed but adorable, innocent looking kitty.
A gorgeous gift edition, dedicated to the mystery, grace, and charm
of the cat Across the ages, cats have provided their adopted humans
with companionship, affection, mystery, and innumerable
metaphors; cats cast a mirror on their beholders; cats endlessly
captivate and hypnotize, frustrate and delight. And to poets, in
particular, these enigmatic creatures are the most delightful and
beguiling of muses (Charles Baudelaire: “the sole source of
amusement in one’s lodgings”) as they go about purring, prowling,
hunting, playing, meowing, and napping, often oblivious to their socalled masters (Jorge Luis Borges: “you live in other time, lord of
your realm—a world as closed and separate as a dream”). Cat Poems
offers a litter of odes to our beloved felines by Charles Baudelaire,
Stevie Smith, Christopher Smart, Denise Levertov, Lawrence
Ferlinghetti, Rainer Maria Rilke, Muriel Spark, William Carlos
Williams, Ezra Pound, and many others.
T. S. Eliot’s famous collection of nonsense verse about cats—the
inspiration for the Andrew Lloyd Webber musical Cats, now made
into a major motion picture. This edition features vibrant
illustrations by Axel Scheffler.
Experience the uplifting, "unforgettable" New York Times bestseller
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about an abandoned kitten named Dewey, whose life in a library won
over a farming town and the world--with over 2 million copies sold!
(Booklist) Dewey's story starts in the worst possible way. On the
coldest night of the year in Spencer, Iowa, at only a few weeks old--a
critical age for kittens--he was stuffed into the return book slot of
the Spencer Public Library. He was found the next morning by
library director Vicki Myron, a single mother who had survived the
loss of her family farm, a breast cancer scare, and an alcoholic
husband. Dewey won her heart, and the hearts of the staff, by
pulling himself up and hobbling on frostbitten feet to nudge each of
them in a gesture of thanks and love. For the next nineteen years, he
never stopped charming the people of Spencer with his enthusiasm,
warmth, humility (for a cat), and, above all, his sixth sense about
who needed him most. As his fame grew from town to town, then
state to state and finally, amazingly, worldwide, Dewey became more
than just a friend; he became a source of pride for an extraordinary
Heartland farming community slowly working its way back from the
greatest crisis in its long history.
Celebrate the human-feline bond with all its joys, mysteries, and lifechanging moments. Gwen Cooper—author of the blockbuster
bestseller Homer's Odyssey: A Fearless Feline Tale, or How I
Learned About Love and Life With a Blind Wonder Cat—returns with
the ongoing adventures of her much-beloved, world-famous fur
family. Ideal for new readers and longtime fans alike, this memoir
told in eight purr-fect cat stories is filled with all the humor and
heart Gwen's devoted readership has come to know and love. Raised
in a dog-loving family, Gwen never pictured herself as a "cat
person." But from the very first feline she adopted—an adorable fiveweek-old rescue kitten, slow to learn how to trust after life on the
streets—Gwen was smitten. Eventually one rescue kitten became
five, and all the ups and downs of a life with cats are lovingly
depicted here: From the obsessive cat who teaches himself to play
fetch and demands it morning, noon, and night from his hapless
human mom; to the crafty white beauty who raises outside-the-litterbox thinking to the level of an art form; to the routine vet trip that
turns into a hijinks-filled misadventure on the streets of Manhattan
with three (VERY cranky!) felines in tow. And Homer, the Blind
Wonder Cat himself, returns triumphant in new tales of life and love
after worldwide fame. Sure to be treasured by cat lovers everywhere,
My Life in a Cat House will leave you laughing out loud, shedding an
occasional tear, and hugging your own cat a little bit closer. Read
and rejoice!
True Tales of the Cuddliest Coworkers Around the world, there are
cats earning their keep. Some are mousers, like Princess, a black cat
who works at Mill Ridge Farm's stables. Some are circus performers,
like Tuna and her furry friends in The Amazing Acro-Cats. And some
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are even politicians, like Mayor Stubbs, an orange tabby who holds
office in Talkeetna, Alaska. In Lisa Rogak's Cats on the Job, we meet
these and other whiskered workers who keep their human
colleagues company from 9 to 5-with the occasional break for a nap
or a belly rub-and make every day at the office better.
From the sarcastic to the suggestive, here are quotation marks as
we love them best, doing horrible damage to the English language.
Who wouldn't have second thoughts about ordering the
"hamburger" on the diner's menu? Would it be best to skip the
"blowout" sale at the department store? What hidden price must be
paid for something marked "free"? Assembled by the creator of the
wildly popular "Blog" of "Unnecessary" Quotation Marks, this book
surveys the havoc wreaked by quotation marks on signs, menus,
placards, and posters that leave reality upended by supposed "facts."
This smarty-pants guide is "perfect" for desperate grammarians,
habitual air quoters, and anyone who appreciates a good laugh.
What if you learned that to lead well, you’d need to live like a drug
addict? During treatment for drug addiction, Michael Brody-Waite
learned three principles that became the difference between life and
death: Practice rigorous authenticity Surrender the outcome Do
uncomfortable work Leaving rehab, Michael entered the workplace
where he was shocked to see most business leaders doing what he
had been taught would kill him. He began to see striking similarities
between drug addiction and what he calls “mask addiction.” Leaders
everywhere were hiding their authentic selves in order to get what
they wanted. They were doing things like: Saying yes when they
could say no Hiding their weaknesses Avoiding difficult
conversations Holding back their unique perspectives Instead of
chasing drugs, leaders were chasing professional, financial, and
social success from behind a mask—to the detriment of themselves
and the people around them. Thanks to his recovery, Michael’s three
principles gave him an unlikely competitive advantage throughout
his career, resulting in a level of success unexpected for a “drug
addict.” In Great Leaders Live Like Drug Addicts, Michael explains
what drug addicts do to recover and provides a step-by-step program
you can use to break free from your mask addiction to thrive in both
work and life. He equips you with the tools you need to live and lead
mask-free—tools to enable you to stop following others, lead
yourself, and become one of the dynamic, growing, authentic leaders
this world desperately needs.
Cute Handicrafts to Make with Your Cat
Star Trek Cats
The Path to a Healthier, Stronger, Happier You
A Cat's Guide to Feline Empowerment
An Elderly Lady Is Up to No Good
All Cats Are Introverts
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Working from Home with a Cat
Grumpy Cat
Great Leaders Live Like Drug Addicts
Cats on the Job
50 Fabulous Felines Who Purr, Mouse, and Even Sing for Their
Supper
Brain Games Find the Cat Challenge
This quirky book explores our often fraught relationships with cats.
Anna Blandford's easy humor points out cat behaviour at its best, and
worst, and why humans still find cats irresistible. Because let's be
honest, we're obsessed: if a cat lover is presented with a choice of
products and one of them has a cat on it, hands down that will be the
one selected. And as Anna asks, 'If it doesn't have a cat on it, is it
even worth owning?' Cat lovers worldwide will relate to Anna's
whimsical drawings and hilarious insights.
Potty training is an adventure when introduced by celebrated
children's author and illustrator Mo Willems. With Mo's signature wit
and style, readers embark on a hilarious journey from inkling to
tinkling. Featuring a crew of supportive sign-wielding mice, firsttimers are amused and inspired to reach for the stars and pee. Now
available in board book format.
A New York Times bestseller? Oh, you know the dogs weren't going to
let the cats get away with that! This canine companion to I Could Pee
on This, the beloved volume of poems by cats, I Could Chew on This
will have dog lovers laughing out loud. Doggie laureates not only chew
on quite a lot of things, they also reveal their creativity, their
hidden motives, and their eternal (and sometimes misguided)
effervescence through such musings as "I Dropped a Ball," "I Lose My
Mind When You Leave the House," and "Can You Smell That?" Accompanied
throughout by portraits of the canine poets in all their magnificence,
I Could Chew on This is a work of unbridled enthusiasm, insatiable
appetite, and, yes, creative genius. Plus, this is a fixed-format
version of the book, which looks nearly identical to the print
version.
Internet sensation Grumpy Cat's epic feline frown has inspired legions
of devoted fans. Celebrating the grouch in everyone, the Grumpy Cat
book teaches the fine art of grumpiness and includes enough bad
attitude to cast a dark cloud over the whole world. Featuring brand
new as well as classic photos, and including grump-inspiring
activities and games, Grumpy Cat delivers unmatched, hilarious
grumpiness that puts any bad mood in perspective.
Cats are done with humans' crap. For too long they have put up with
baby talk, the humiliation of holiday costumes, and the social
injustice of being told, "No." They will not sleep through this
anymore. We humans have woken the beast, and in this book they have
gathered together to reclaim their voice, loudly and repeatedly until
we pay attention. Watch the uprising unfold, through anthems such as
"Redefine Terms," "Accepted," "Decide," "A New Dawn," and "Just What
Do You Think You're Doing?" Show support for your feline friends and
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try to understand why they're so spitting mad.
THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “Sparkling with mystery,
humor and the uncanny, this is a fun read. But beneath its
effervescent tone, more complex themes are at play.” —San Francisco
Chronicle In his wildly entertaining debut novel, Hank Green—cocreator
of Crash Course, Vlogbrothers, and SciShow—spins a sweeping, cinematic
tale about a young woman who becomes an overnight celebrity before
realizing she's part of something bigger, and stranger, than anyone
could have possibly imagined. The Carls just appeared. Roaming through
New York City at three a.m., twenty-three-year-old April May stumbles
across a giant sculpture. Delighted by its appearance and
craftsmanship—like a ten-foot-tall Transformer wearing a suit of
samurai armor—April and her best friend, Andy, make a video with it,
which Andy uploads to YouTube. The next day, April wakes up to a viral
video and a new life. News quickly spreads that there are Carls in
dozens of cities around the world—from Beijing to Buenos Aires—and
April, as their first documentarian, finds herself at the center of an
intense international media spotlight. Seizing the opportunity to make
her mark on the world, April now has to deal with the consequences her
new particular brand of fame has on her relationships, her safety, and
her own identity. And all eyes are on April to figure out not just
what the Carls are, but what they want from us. Compulsively
entertaining and powerfully relevant, An Absolutely Remarkable Thing
grapples with big themes, including how the social internet is
changing fame, rhetoric, and radicalization; how our culture deals
with fear and uncertainty; and how vilification and adoration spring
for the same dehumanization that follows a life in the public eye. The
beginning of an exciting fiction career, An Absolutely Remarkable
Thing is a bold and insightful novel of now.
A collection of humorous poems delves into the cat psyche, covering
such topics as separation anxiety, scratching at closed doors, and
trips to the veterinarian.
This cute illustrated book shows what it's like to live and work from
home with a cat, a situation over one third of us are familiar with.
Stepping on computer keyboards, knocking things off the table,
interrupting video calls—cats can be distracting coworkers. With
colorful art and oh-so-relatable scenarios, Working from Home with a
Cat takes readers through a day in the life of artist Heidi Moreno and
her pet cat Peanut. From the time she wakes up until the time she goes
to bed, she navigates working with her needy yet loveable feline
companion, as Peanut walks over her paintings, hogs her chair,
disrupts her yoga routine, and more. Despite all the struggles, cats
like Peanut are always by our side when we need them, even on the
hardest, loneliest workdays. Working from Home with a Cat reminds us
why cats are the cutest colleagues and a source of comfort and calm in
this chaotic world. • Features funny and heartwarming scenarios anyone
who has tried to concentrate at home with a cat has experienced • For
readers who like How to Tell if Your Cat is Plotting to Kill You,
Herding Cats by Sarah Scribbles, and You Need More Sleep: Advice from
Cats by Francesco Marciuliano
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Poems from the Cat Uprising
My Life in the Cat House
How to Talk to Your Cat About Gun Safety
Eat, Move, Think
Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats
Cat Shaming
A Novel
And More Poems by More Cats
The Cat Who Mended a Family
How to Lead Like Your Life Depends on It
A Grumpy Book
I Could Pee on This

Captain's log: We have entered a galaxy where beloved illustrator Jenny Parks has
conjured an astonishingly vivid homage to the original Star Trek series with an
unexpected twist: a cast of cats. Featuring a hilarious new take on iconic characters
and scenes—from Kirk in the Captain's chair to Spock offering his Vulcan
wisdom—this eye-opening adventure stays true to the tone of the classic TV show.
Playful, loving, and from a strange new world, Star Trek Cats is the perfect gift for
fans of, well, Star Trek and cats.
Maud is an irascible 88-year-old Swedish woman with no family, no friends, and... no
qualms about a little murder. This funny, irreverent story collection by Helene
Tursten, author of the Irene Huss investigations, features two-never-before translated
stories that will keep you laughing all the way to the retirement home. Ever since her
darling father's untimely death when she was only eighteen, Maud has lived in the
family's spacious apartment in downtown Gothenburg rent-free, thanks to a minor
clause in a hastily negotiated contract. That was how Maud learned that good things
can come from tragedy. Now in her late eighties, Maud contents herself with
traveling the world and surfing the net from the comfort of her father's ancient
armchair. It's a solitary existence, and she likes it that way. Over the course of her
adventures--or misadventures--this little bold lady will handle a crisis with a local
celebrity who has her eyes on Maud's apartment, foil the engagement of her longago lover, and dispose of some pesky neighbors. But when the local authorities are
called to investigate a dead body found in Maud's apartment, will Maud finally
become a suspect?
Delighting in the look and feel of books, conceptual artist Nina Katchadourian's
playful photographic series proves that books' covers—or more specifically, their
spines—can speak volumes. Over the past two decades, Katchadourian has perused
libraries across the globe, selecting, stacking, and photographing groupings of two,
three, four, or five books so that their titles can be read as sentences, creating
whimsical narratives from the text found there. Thought-provoking, clever, and at
times laugh-out-loud funny (one cluster of titles from the Akron Museum of Art's
research library consists of: Primitive Art/Just Imagine/Picasso/Raised by Wolves),
Sorted Books is an enthralling collection of visual poems full of wry wit and bookish
smarts.
In each color photo, there is a hidden cat. Photos range from landscapes to room
interiors and a variety of settings With over 125 interesting and beautiful
photographs, there are hours and hours of puzzles where you find the hidden cats.
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Spiral bound for ease of use, with full-color photography and a full answer key in the
back of the book. Practice searching and observation skills while having fun and
finding cute cats!
A series of humorous and serious poems about cats.
The cats of America are under siege! Long gone are the good old days when a cat’s
biggest worries were mean dogs or a bath. Modern cats must confront satanists,
online predators, the possibility of needing to survive in a post-apocalyptic
wasteland, and countless other threats to their nine lives. For over four decades, the
American Association of Patriots have stood at the vanguard of our country's defense
by helping to prepare our nation's cat owners for the difficult conversations they
dread having with their pets. Written in a simple Q&A format, How to Talk to Your Cat
About Gun Safety answers crucial questions such as, “What is the right age to talk to
my cat about the proper use of firearms?” and “What are the benefits of my cat living
a lifestyle of abstinence?” and especially “Why does my cat need to use the internet?
Can’t he just play with yarn like cats used to do?” Our country—and our cats—stand
at a precipice. It will take courage, and it will take hard work, but armed with the
knowledge within these pages, we can make our cats—and America—great again!
A New York Times bestseller? Oh, you know the dogs weren't going to let the cats get
away with that! This canine companion to I Could Pee on This, the beloved volume of
poems by cats, I Could Chew on This will have dog lovers laughing out loud. Doggie
laureates not only chew on quite a lot of things, they also reveal their creativity, their
hidden motives, and their eternal (and sometimes misguided) effervescence through
such musings as "I Dropped a Ball," "I Lose My Mind When You Leave the House,"
and "Can You Smell That?" Accompanied throughout by portraits of the canine poets
in all their magnificence, I Could Chew on This is a work of unbridled enthusiasm,
insatiable appetite, and, yes, creative genius.
I Could Pee on This, Too
The Book of 'Unnecessary' Quotation Marks
Dewey
Time to Pee! Board Book
CLEO
I Touched a Cat and I Liked it
Advice from Cats
I Could Chew on This
And Abstinence, Drugs, Satanism, and Other Dangers That Threaten Their Nine Lives
Cat Poems
Old Toffer's Book of Consequential Dogs
A Celebration of Creative Punctuation
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